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Details are given of a strain gauge presstlre transducer that hes 
been developed for measurements of pressure distribution on oscillrting 
aerofoile in low speed wind tunnels. The transducer characteristics are 
shown to be well suited to oscillatory measurements, and in particular 
the transducer output can be measured directly on a sensitive galvano- 
meter without the need for pre-amplification. 

As an dlustration of the use of the transducer, pressure measure- 
ments have been made in the R.A.E. 5 ft diameter open Jet wind tunnel on 
a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 3.3 oscillating in modes of pitch and 
roll. Values for the aerodynamic derivatives have been obtained from the 
integrated pressure distributions, and are compared with those derived 
from overall foroe measurements and with theoretical values. The measured 
values are in close agreement but there are some rkscrepatxies wxth theory 
that are thought to be r3xe to a wind tunnel interference effect. , 
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I Introduction 

In theoretical investigations of aircraft flutter and oscillatory 
stability the greatest uncertainty lies in the values of the aerodynsmio 
coeffkients to be used. Coefficients derived theoreticall.y.yl,2 are 
generally used but there is some evidence that these may differ consider- 
ably from measured valued,&. There is an obvious need for experimental 
data to ccapere with theory, and with this object considerable effort is 
being devoted to aero&nsmic force measurements on rigid eerofoils 
oscillating in simple modes314r5rr P&.ile these measurements are of value 
in providing a comparison with the overall forces predicted theoretically, 
they do not provide information on the distribution of force over the wing; 
nor can the techniques readily be adapted to enable foroe measurements to 
be made on flexible wings. 

Both these difficulties can be overcome by measuring the pressure 
distribution over the oscillating aerofoil. However the problem here is 
mainly that of developing an instrument with suitable characteristics for 
oscillatory pressure measurements, and which is small enough lo be buried 
within the aerofoil and simple enough to be produced in the comparatively 
large quantities required. 

In what follows a pressure transducer that meets these requirements 
is described. The vansducer IS of the resistance strain gauge type and 
its output canbe measured directly on a sensitive galvsnometertithout 
the need for pre-amplification. AS an illustration of the use of the 
transducer, pressure measurements have been made in the R.A.E. 5 ft 
dismeter '7md tunnel on a rigid rectangular wing of asFeet ratio 3.3 
oscillating in modes of pitch about tmo axes and roll about the root. A 
total of twenty-seven transducers was used. 

By integrating the measured pressure distributions the forces and 
moments on the wing have been determined, and the corresponding ValUeS 
of the oscillatory aerodynamic derivatives have been obtamned. These 
derivatives are compared with those obtained by Cuyett from overall fOme 
measurements on the wing, end generally the agreement 1s gooit There are 
however some discrepancies between measured and theoretical values, but 
these are attributed to wind tunnel interferenoe and the effect is being 
investigated sepsratoly. 

2 Required charsoteristics for a pressure transducer 

The following are considered to be the major desirable characteristics 
for a trans&cer to measure aerodynamic presswe on oscillating aerofoils 

(a) The transducer output ShcLtd. be linear with applied pressure. 

(b) The output should bo insensitive to the inertia loads imposed 
under oscillatory conditions. 

(0) The output should be such that the minimum of subsidiary 
equipment is required to enable adequate detection of the signal. 

(d) There should be no lag between pressure and transducer response. 

(e) The transducer should be small enough to be buried within the 
aerofoil in the region of pressure measurement, thus avoiding a lag 
in response due to remoteness from the pressure source. 

(f) The resonant frequencies of all components should be well above 
tht frequency range for pressure rreasurements, 
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(g) The design should permit large numbers to be produced with con- 
sistent charactemstics. 

The type of instrument that 1s developed to meet these requirements 
will depend on the codtions under which it is intended to operate. For 
example a m&e sensitive instrument will. generally be necessary for low 
speedwork than for high speeds, and a l&rger transducer rnfUT be petissible 
in the former case thsn m the latter. Furthermore, :he frequency of 
excitation. required to achieve a particular frequency paremeter mill generally 
increase III propoL-tion to tunnel speed, snd this in turn will inf'luence the 
required rW3onance characteristics of the transducer. 

3 Details of the pressure transducer 

The transducer that is described here was developp;a for pressure 
measurmnents in a low speed tunnel (top speed 280 ft/sec) at frewencies 
within the range from 0 to 20 cycles per second. Neasuremnts of pressures 
down to about 0.5 lb per sqare foot were required. 

Preliminary investigatlon.3 ana experiments demonstrated that a transducer 
of the resistance strain gauge type offered the best possibility of satisfying 
the major requirements, and the transducer shown in Fig.1 was finally developed. 
The essential ccwponer&t of the transducer is a cylmndrical unstretched rubber 
diaphragm to which is cemented. a winding of resistance strain gauge wire. 
The diaphragm is cemented to a plastic core in which there ere air passages 
to enab'.e pressure frcw one source to be applled to the inside of the &a- 
phragm, en& en air space in the plastic cover enables pressure from another 
source to be applied to the outside. This arrangement enables the transducer 
to be buried wit&n an aerofoil with one side c onmunicating 7ith one surface 
of the nerofoil and the other with the corresponding point on the opposite 
surface, thus measuring the pressure differewe between the two surfaces. 

'The tire winding comprises two strsun gauges each of !$ turns and about 
250 ohms resistance, and these gauges are connected as two ~ZIB oi' a 
Wheatstone's bridge circuit. Application of pressure to either the insde 
or outside of tht tiaphrag produces a shange In resistance of the gauges, 
ad dth voltage applied to the bridge this change of resistance is pro- 
portional to the current through a galvencmeter placed across the bridge. 
To obtain a good detection of the signd a galvanometer of high sensitivity 
an8 low interns.1 resistance is required. For the tests described here a 
gaivanometer with a sensitivity of 98 rra& A end. an internal resistance of 
152 ohms wea us3d. 

3.7 Determinatzon of transducer cheracferistias 

3.11 Static characteristics 

Static calibrations of the transducer showed that the Output was 
linear with applied pressure up to the point a': which the diaphragm 0Ucockle81 
and collapsed irrwards. This occurredwith anexterndpressure or internal 
suction applied Co the diaphragm of about 60 lb persquare foot, and determined 
the upper limit of operation of the transducer. 

The sensitivity of the transducer lncreascit linearly with applies 
voltage until the heat generated in the strain gauge windings begs.r to affect 
the diaphragm. This occurred when the current through the windings was about 
50 m A, but a ourrent of about half' this value, corresponding to 12.5 volts 
applied to the trsnducer bridge, IS probably the safe upper limit for long 
term use. This determines the zcaximm sensitivity that can be obtslned. 



3.12 Dynamic characteristics 

For dynmnic calibrations a sinusoidal oscillating press~ was 
prodled by the motor driven pump shown in Fig.2. The stroke of the 
pump was indicated by the deflection of a strain gauged cantilever str3.p 
attached to the plunger. A callbratlon of the vsrlation of pump pressure 

with frequency showed. that ihe transition from isothermal to adiabatic 
conditions within the pump follo;.ved the curve shown in Fig.3, the 
transition being virtually complete at frequencies greater than about 
5 cycles per seoorxL Ey using this curve the dynamic pressure at a 
particular frequency could be determined from a static meS.SUrement On a 
water tube manometer of the change of pressure with pq stroke. 

The pump was connected by a rubber tube to one side of the transticer, 
and the other side of the transducer was open to atmosphere. Oscillatzon 
of the pump plunger pressurised the dia.phra@I end produced an oscillat* 
output. from the transducer bridge circuit, 

To d&ermine the phase lag between pressure application ana tram- 

dicer response it r~as necessary to obtain the components of the bridge 
output in phase and in quadrature pnth the motion of tke pump plunger. 
The mechod used was based upon rectifxatlon at the pump frequency of the 
outputs lrm the transducer bridge an6 from the bridge on the CsntileVer 
indicating Penny stroke, using the circuits shown m Figs. 4 and 5. A 

two segment cmdtator, one half at positxve potential and. the other 
negative, was fitted to the drive shaf: of the pump motor, and from two 
@airs of brushes at 90' to each other two square wave output signals at 
90' phase mle were obtairae& Each output could be selected and fed to 
the energising coil of a relay switch unit whi& carried the bridge signal, 

thus reversing the signal for each half cycle of the comnutato-. Yne effect 
is seen inFig.6. Suppose the bridge output is of smplitude So snd. that 
switching occurs at phase ar@es$, $ + 180°,$+3600 etc. from one pa= 
of brushes, and at $ + yO",$ + 2700, etc. from the other pair. Then the 
mean direct current levels of the rectified sl@;nals due to switching -:- 

Mean level first pair = - I 

$+180° 25 
so sin 8 ae = - 0 00s Jr 'x 

tf 

Mean level second pair = - 
i 

$+270° 2s 
so sin e de = ~SiIl$. 

77 
$ 

So cos $ and So sin Jr are the components at 90°0f So with a factor 
; due to sectlfication, and these mean levels can be measured Uectly on 
the galvanometer. In this way the components of transducer response i? 
phase and in quadrature with the pump stroke were obtaz.neL 

Using this arrangement the ~JWXIIX response characteristics of the 
transducer were determined, and are shown in Fig.7. It can be seen that 
the transducer response is linear with applied pressure (Fig.7(5)); there 
are no apparent resonances of transducer ccxrponents wlthin the fr%uenoy 
xmge from 0 to &O cycles/set (Pig.T(c)), and there is no measurable 
effect on transducer xsponae of tube lengths between pump and transducer 
of up to 35 lnclres (Fig,7(d)). 



For all these tests there ms no measurable phase lag betwnen pump 
stroke and transducer response, though a phase angle of &out 10 could have 
been detected. This is particularly surprising where there is an appreciable 
tube length bebweer pump and transducer, but the effect here will depend on 
the frequency of pressure fluctuation, and presumably at higher frequencies 
a measurable phase lag would be obtained. The characteristic is of value 
for low f'repency pressure measurements on thin aerofoil sections where the 
transducer cannot be buried within the contour; the transducer need not be 
in the Immediate vicinity, but can be connected to the pressure souroe my 
a tube, 

In a further test to investigate the effects of inertia loads on 
transducer response a sealed transducer was attached to the pump plunger 
and oscillated riith an smplitude of ?&" at frequencies up to 40 cycles/set. 
No effect of inertia could be detected. 

It is apparent therefore that for pressure measuremeats in a low 
speed mind tunnel the transducer has all the desirable qualities listed in 
section 2, the on.~y factor remaining in doubt being reliability under test 
conditions. This was put to test in pressure measurements on a rectangular 
unswept wing. 

4 Pressure measun.mants on a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 3.3 

The vring used was not specially designed for pressure measurements 
but had previously been used in tests to measure overall aerodynsmic forces 
under oscillatory conditions. It was thought that these overall force 
measurements would protide a useful check on the foxes obtained by mte- 
grating the measured pressure distribution. Unfortunately the wing design 
&id not allow transduoers to be installed further forward than 0.8 inches 
from the leading edge, 

The locations of the transducers were as shown III Fig.8. There were 
three major sections for pressure measurements, at about 0.46 span, 0.84 
span and 0.96 span outboard from the root reflector plate, and single trans- 
ducers were located between these sections along a spanwise axis at 0.325 
span eft of the leading edge. A total of 27 transducers was used and their 
sensitivities were all within -+y$ of the mean value, The power supply to 
the transducer bridges was IO volts D.C. and the connecting circuit enabled 
the output from each bridge to be selected individually. 

The wing vxs supported vertically by cross spring bearings at the 
root attached to a heavy rigid frame. The locations of these bearings could 
be varied so that wing freedoms of pitch about the leading edge, pitch 
about the trailing edge or roll could be provided. The wing projected 
through a flat topped table with a sufficient gap around the wing to allow 
for wing oscillations. This gap was overlapped by +he reflector plate 
attached at the root of the wing and ascillating with it. The gap between 
nlate and tsble top was about 0.2 inches. 

4.1 Wind tunnel tests 

Tnc tests were made in the R.A.E. 5 ft diameter open jet wind tunnel. 
Tile wing was mounted in the centre plane of the tunnel with the centre line 
of the table top some 6 inches above the edge of the jet boundary, end was 
excited through a 10d at about 0.7 span. The rod was driven smusoidally 
by a rider on a rotating swashplate, and the shaft of the motor driving 
the swaahplate Lalso carried the commutator required for bridge 0u-t 
rectifioation (section 3.22). Displacement of the "mng was indicated by 
the bending of a cantilever strip between vring and supporting frame, strain 
gauges at the root of the cs.&ilever being connected in a bridge Oircuit. 



The wing was oscillated at a frequency of 6,j cycles/second, tiiis 
being the highest frequency at which the motor could be &mu. "or the 
modes of pitch about the leading and trailing edges pressure measurements 
were .nade at a fixed tunnel speed of 200 ft/sec (frequency parameter 
0.33) with incidence oscillating through 22.2 degrees, while for the 
roll mode the tunnel speed was 2Lp ft/sec (frequency parsmeter 0.275) 
and the roll angle +I.02 degrees. A higher speed was used in the latter 
case to provide a larger transdncer response. 

The test procedure adopted was to maintain tunnel speed, Wing 
amplitude and frequency of oscillation constant, measure the rectified 
components of the output from the amplitude bridge, and select each 
transducer bridge in turn end measure its output components. These 
measurements could be made in less than one hour, snd the same procedure 
was followed for each of the three modes cf oscillation of the wing. 

4.2 Results 

From the above measurements the oQnponents of pressure at each 
measuring point in phase and in quadrature ltith the displacement of the 
mng were determined. The chordwise pressure distributions for pitching 
about the leacing and trailing edges are shown in Fig.9 and those for 
wing roll in Fig. 73. 

4.21 Pitch about the lealinp: and trail- edges 

It can be seen that the in phase pressure d:stributions for both 
modes of oscillation are similar, a significant feature being that the 
pressure towards the tip becomes negative over the rear part of the sing. 
The in quadrature components differ markedly due to the pressure ton- 
trlbution arisirg from normal velocity of the wing. To enable integration 
of these pressure distributions the curves have been extended arbitrarily 
to the wrung leading edge, and to enCole the forces on the wing to be 
determined the spanwise curves through the points corresponding to the 
section integrals have been extended arbitrarily to the wing root. The 
spanwise distributions of the lift, pitching moment about the vfing leadin& 
edge snd rolling moment about the root are shown in Figs. W-12, and. the 
aero@amic axis and centre of pressure positions for the two modes of 
oscillation are shovsn in Fig. 14. The values for the forces and moments 
on the wing, expressed in terms of the oscillatory aerodynamic derivatives, 
are given in Table I, and the corresponding derivative values in Table II. 

4.22 Roll about the roll axis 

For this mode of oscillation pressure components in phase with the 
motion were rcgligibly small and only quadrature components could be 
detected. The chordwise prossure distribution and the span&se distribu- 
tion of lift, pitching moment and rolling moment about the roll axis are 
shown in Fig.13, and the aerodynamic axis and centre of pressure positions 
are shown in Fig.14. The derived forces and moments on the wing are given 
in Table I and the corresponding derivative values sz given in Table II. 

4.3 Comparisons path theory and wzth results from overall force measure- 
ments on the wing 

The chordwise pressure distributions for the wing pitch modes are 
compared with the distributions pred.ioted oy two dimensional theory II? 
Fig. 9. As expected, the further inboard the section at which pressure 
measurements wore made the more closely does the distribution approximate 
to the theoretical distribution. However, there are significant dif- 
ferences between the measured and theoretical in phase pressure 
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d-stribution near the wing trailing edge. In general the curves of measured 
pressure distribution are concave over this part of the wing whereas ths 
theoretical curve is convex; fkrthermore, the measurements show a region of 
negative grressxd-e tdwards the tip. Effects of this sort may offer an 
ex@anation for some of the marked differences that are obtain&between 
measured and. theoretical values of control surface derivativedd+. 

The derivative values derjved from the pressure measurements are 
co~ared in T&de II with those obtained by Guyett (unpublished) from 
overall fame measurements on the wi?g. Also included in the table are 
some theoretical derivatives obtained from the results of Lawrence and 
Gerber* for witigs of low aspect ratio. It canbe seen that generally the 
derivatives obtamed by the two methods of measurement are in quite close 
agreement, whick demonstrates the reliability of the pressure measuriw 
technique, There are, however, some @te large discrepancxes between the 
measured derivatives and theoretical values. 

Some further measurements by Guy&t6 of pitching mcancnt derivatives 
on full span wings mounted U-I the centre of the tunnel show close agreelnerlt 
with theory, and it 1s therefore concluded that the discrepancy that obtains 
here is due to a wird tunnel error arising from mounting so large a ting 
close to the jet boundary. A theoretical explanation for the dxcrepan~y 
has not yet been found, but further experimental work is in progrsss t0 
establish its source. 

5 co-lclusions -- 

The resxtance strain gauge pressure transducer described here is 
shov% to be well suited to oscillatory pressure measurements in low speed 
wind tunnels. 

Transducers have been used for measurements in the B.A.E. 5 ft diameter 
cpen jet wind tunnel on a rectangular unswept wing of aspect ratio 3.3 
oscillating in modes of wing pitch and roll. 'The oscillatory aerodynamic 
derivatives obtained from the xkegrated pressure distributions are in close 
agreement with thvse obtained from overall force measurements on the wing, 
but t"lere are some discrepancies with theoretical values. These als0733- 
panties are attributed to a wind tunnel error that is being unrestigated 
separately. 
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NOTATION 

= Wing length, reflector plate to tip (32.8 ins) 

= Wing chord (20 ~3) 

= wing area (4.56 sq ft) 

= aspect ratio F(3.28) 

= length, roll axis to wing tip (37.3 ins) 

= Wind speed. 

= air density 

= frequency of oscillation of the wing 

= frequency parameter $) 

= Non dimensional oscillatory derivative for lift t 
-Ping stiffmss 

a+; wing leading edge due to wing translation, 

= Non dimensional. osoillatory derivative for lift 
t 
zfz,s 

at w9.n.g leading e&e due to pitch abwt leading edge. 

= Non dimxxzional oscillatory derivative for pitching moment 
(damping ) 
(stiffness) about wing leading edge due to wing trandation, 

E Non dimensional oscillatory derivative for pitching moment 

t 
aamp% 
stiffness 1 

about wing lea&q edge due to pitch about 

leading edge. 

= Non dimensional oscillatory derivative for rolling mcrrent 
-ping 
stiffness about wing root due to wing translation. 

= Non dimensional oscillatory detivative for rolling moment 

t 
WPine stif~ss 

1 
about wing root due to wing pitch about 

leading edge. 

= Non dimensional oscillatory derivative for lift (&Pi% 
(stlrfness 

at pnng leading edge due to roll about roll axis. 

22 Non dimensional oscillatory derivative for pitching moment 
danping 
stiffness 

about 7nn.g leading edge &e to roll about roll 

CXiS. 

Ei Non dimensional oscillatory derivative for rolling moment 

ss 
about roll axis e&e due to roll about roll s.xl., 
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~?orces andMomer.ts fxm Integrated Pressure Distributions 

Pitch about leading edge 

In phase 22.3 lb 

In cjyad.: 11.2 lb 

Nose up pitch 
moment about In phase -6.9 lb ft 

4 In quad: -7.9 lb ft 
1 

Roll moment about In phase 27.2 lb ft 
wing root. 

&S&xc (Na-kivN;) In quad: 14.1 lb ft 

Pitch about tradire edge Roll about roll axis 

Lift force 

P+SEj(k-L,) + iv (L;-L;)] 

Nose up pitch moment about 
leading edge. In phase 

Roll moment about wing root. In phase 
I 



TABLE II 

Ccmrearison of measured and theoretical 
derivative values 

I 
I 

Measured Derivative Value r; 
PreSSUre 

Integration 

-0.20 

1.50 

1.35 

2.05 

0.05 

-0.36 

-0.25 

-0.86 

-0.13 

I.36 

1.20 

1.86 

1.15 

-0.21 

I.30 

Overall fox-ze 
measurement 

-0.10 

1.53 

1.40 

1.80 

0.02 

-0.32 

-0.27 

-0.80 

-0.20 

1.50 

1.20 

1.80 

1.30 

-0.25 

1 

I.50 

Cheoretical 
Value 

Lawrenoe 
and 

Gerber2 

W&4 

1.57 

1.58 

1.37 

O.Gl 

-0.41 

-0.37 

-0.69 
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